
  

Economic/ Constitution Ethics

 

Universal moral ethics 
Immanuel Kant/ John Rawls/ Peter Ulrich/Nancy 
MacLean/  

vs. 

Strictly individually legitimized constitutional rules 
James M. Buchanan/ Karl Homann/ Viktor Vanberg 



  

A Theory of Justice

Original Position

In which one does not know which social role or 
position, also with regard to the relative skills, one 
will assume after acceptance of the contract.

Thus, it should be the easiest way for the contracting 
parties to get to a set of rules that everyone can 
agree to.

Because it would take into account the interests of 
everyone in the most fair and solidary manner.



  

Kant's „Can“

 A social contract should only contain rules that 
everyone can agree to, by his own free will.

 The emphasis here on everyone “can” agree is 
important.

 It includes a general examination based on moral 
and reasonable criteria



  

Strictly individually legitimized 
constitutional rules

Everyone should just try to enforce as much of their 
interests and values as possible in contracts. So a 
social contract should only contain that which 
everyone agrees voluntarily, without a moral "can". 
So the more independent someone is of others, the 
fewer rules they have to accept from others in order 
to get others to agree to rules that are important or at 
least beneficial for their own needs.



  

James M. Buchanan

"How can the rich man (or the libertarian philosopher) 
expect the poor man to accept any new 
constitutional order that severely restricts the scope 
for fiscal transfer among groups?" (Page 224)

"Suppose that the rich man offers to transfer to the 
poor man one-third of his asset, with a gross income 
of $ 33,333, in exchange for the latter's agreement to 
reduce the size of the governmental budget to zero." 
(Page 225)



  

Viktor Vanberg 



  

„Democracy in Chains“ by Nancy 
MacLean

She had now, by looking at documents from the 
legacy of Mr. Buchanan, which apparently had not 
yet been scientifically evaluated, came to the 
conclusion that there was a financially strong and 
influential economic libertarian movement around 
James Buchanan, the Koch brothers and at least 
parts of the Mont Pelerin Society (Geneva, 
Switzerland) who share exactly this economic 
libertarian attitude. And since this movement could 
not inspire the majority for its goals in a transparent, 
direct way, it would now try to cover it up.



  

„Verfassungsbremsen“

„Constitutional brake“
 Debt brake, Social tax brake, Tax brake, State 

Participation brake
 Bremsen are Insects in german, too.  



  

Int. Free Trade and Investment 
Protection Contracts

 WTO
 EU- domestic market

„Enforced System of economic freedom“
Without constitutional rights for social 
compensation or supranational institutions with 
enough power to do that“



  

In Germany

 Most economic and Business ethics are based on 
Karl Homann and James M. Buchanan

 Viktor Vanberg is or was Member of the important 
EU- Lobby Group „The Kangaroo Group“.

 Germany as Buchanans „The rich man?“.    



  

Thanks

Thomas Hinkelmann
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